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Quick Quotes

You are a little miracle worker
Beryl - Birmingham

Especially as you told us of several problems you could not have known about !
- Essex

I cannot explain how you have these powers, but you have
Janet - Somerset

My Mother & I would recommend Malcolm to anyone
as he is a gifted healer who has helped both my Mother & Myself

Jackie & Jane - Birmingham

Lydia - South

A pain I did not tell you about, stopped after treatment.
I stopped taking Valium after just one treatment from you.
For the first time I could see buds on the trees and hear the birds singing
It was a lovely experience.                Geraldine - Worcestershire

I strongly believe if it was not for you Malcolm, for using
your wonderful gift, Monty would not be here today.
There are no words can really thank you enough for
what you have done for all of us, especially Monty.
We all want to thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

Karen & family. Essex

My dog had a bad leg with a limp, while you were treating me for breast cancer,
My dogs leg got better ?, You did not treat my dog, he just sat by me while you treated me

I was also given the all clear of breast cancer after your treatment only
Sue - a nurse, Bromsgrove

When checking my water every day, I noticed for 3 to 4 days after every treatment
with you, there was debris” in my water, obviously your doctors were removing the cancer
slowly from my body.          JIM - Bromsgrove, Worcestershire



Malcolm has owned Pyrenean Mountain Dogs for over half
his life, and is completely and madly in love with them.

He has also owned Rottweilers for most that time, and loves
their caricature and obedience to.

If you love dogs, look at the link: “ Our dogs” on our web site you will see
many photographs of Malcolm’s dogs.

Reverend Malcolm, has been chosen by spirit from a very young age to be their Healing Channel down here on
earth, working with his doctors to bring about piece & harmony, by removing pain, stress & suffering to his
patients, not only in England, but all over the World.
At any one given time he is usually treating patients in several countries.
No condition is to big, or to small, Malcolm even treats illnesses that medical science today may not be able to
help with, often with a great deal of success.
Malcolm is so dedicated to his work, he talks to his patients, from 10am, to 10pm, 7 days a week.
It does not matter if you can not go to see Reverend Malcolm in person, many patients are not able to, it may be
because the illness is to severe to travel, or the patient to old or to far away, even over seas.
In many cases, distant healing can often work just as good.

Spiritual Healing, will not affect any treatment a patients may be receiving, but compliment it, patients will
usually recover much quicker after major surgery if they are having healing off Malcolm.
But many patients are not receiving any other treatment, because they come to see me as a last resort, after our
treatment they often go on to live a normal pain free life.
PLEASE do not think or assume it will not work with you, Spiritual Healing, usually works with most patients & conditions no
matter how serious it may be, including terminal illnesses.

Reverend Malcolm
M.S.H.A.W.

Is chairman of this charity, and has two great passions
His dogs, and treating people and animals with their illness,

pains and conditions.

Above left, Prince
My first Pyrenean Mountain dog

photo taken 1979.

Left,
Billy and me, his 10th birthday

photo taken 2016

Right, Cyndie, my puppies Mum
Photo taken 1990’s

Ricky, my first Rottweiler Cyndie, Womble, Misty, Guss, Bengie.
Photo taken late 1980’s Mom son daughter son daughter
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Patients Testimonials
Overleaf you will find a selection of our patient testimonials

Our confidentiality and code of practice prevents us from giving patient information out,
this is as it should be.
But all testimonials are completely true, we do not need to exaggerate, this is the
important work we do together with our doctors on the other side of life.
These are not a selection of the patients we have helped, Spiritual Healing usually
helps every patient in one way or another, no matter how serious the condition may
be, even many illnesses that medical science today cannot help with.

Used for thousands of years by many civilisations and cultures
You have nothing to loose, and everything to gain
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I've been going to Malcolm for guidance and healing for over 8 years.
His clarity, kindness and wisdom has always kept me going through my
episodes of depression and life upsets. Kirsty

THANK YOU
Hi To All Spiritual Followers of Reverend Malcolm,
I would like to thank Reverend Malcolm for all his kind spiritual help.
I first found out about him in about 2004 when I was going through a

divorce.
He was very supportive at the time. Over the years I have kept in
touch over various matters that have caused me grief.

He has been there for me and has offered prayers and advise.

A BIG THANK YOU TO MALCOLM, KIND REGARDS SUE ,

TESTIMONIALS

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

We will never ask a patient to stop any treatment or medication they may be having, or should any treatment effect
treatment from a spiritual healer, and vice versa, so you can go to a spiritual healer with the confidence and knowl-
edge of this.

Although most patients stop taking pain killers as they do not have any pain after treatment !

A G.P. we met, who trained to be a spiritual healer after using one in his surgery for over 10 years, told us apart
from helping patients that he could not help by medical means, he was not prescribing serious medication that
would cause problems further down the years for the patient.

A glowing testimonial from a lovely G.P.

It is also true, that many of our patients that come to us with serious and terminal conditions, have been given up
by the medical profession as medical science today could do no more.

We can never claim to cure any patient of any condition, but when patients have been given the all clear from their
consultant, after just treatment from ourselves, we have to accept the diagnosis from these professionals and the

equipment they use.

All our patient testimonials on this site are 100% accurate and true, including many medical professionals.



Cancer in the mouth:
Hi Malcolm,
In May, I was sent home by the hospital, saying
the cancer had returned, and they could do nothing
more, no operations or further treatment.
I saw your advert and rang you up, you asked for
some photo’s.
You started treating me straight away.
I have just had a check up at the hospital, 3
months on, who now tell me they can not find any
trace of cancer in me much to their surprise ?
I know I am in the safe hands of you, and your doctors
Now. Cathie
Ps: 9 months on, and my doctor told me he could
not understand how or why I was still alive ?
He did not know you were treating me.

Multiple problems.

Hi Malcolm, just to say THANK YOU AND
THANKS TO YOUR DOCTORS ...
I am feeling a lot better and even had a good night's
sleep (short night really - quality sleep). With all the
things going on these last two weeks I had not
realized what stress I had been under and how it
affected the rest of my body.
I did not even notice that I was being treated until
the wave passed down my left side and went ....
the tingling in my hands (that's where the energy goes
in) did not start until much later. As you may recall,
I actually had to get up and walk around before I
realized that "a weight" had been lifted and although
the pain is still there, its less now.
Also my eyesight has suddenly cleared .... I have
had problems with focusing recently and everything
was like behind a veil. Actually, it was that gone I
first noticed, obviously your doctors knew more.

H.

Cancer in the head, chest and breast
Distant healing, with an occasional personal appoint-
ment.
I lost a breast 10 years previous, the doctors told
me it had returned in my other breast, as well as my
head and chest.....…
My consultants said it was to bad for any treatment,
and I should go home and live my life to the full.
I had a personal appointment with you, then distant
healing. I felt that full of life I could have skipped
away. The doctors on a check up, could not under
stand how well I looked when they thought I would
be dead, so decided to do a scan. 3 months later,
they could not find any trace of cancer in my head.
2 months later, they could not find any trace of
cancer in my whole body. Margaret

Bereavement
I could not cope with life after the death of my
Father. As soon as you started talking to me,
before treatment, I felt the pain and stress just
floating away. Rohna

Over seas You picked up right away where my
daughters problem was, just talking to her a few
days later I could hear she was a lot better.

Malisca

My old mother felt too ill to let you treat her
In person, after an operation that went wrong
One week after your treatment, she asked to be

helped down stairs to eat at the table with the family
Two weeks later, she wanted to help prepare the

Meal. 4 weeks later she was driving around the
farm on a quad bike !
She often said to me ,..”Malcolm is working on me,
as I can feel a warmth going through my body”

Distant Healing Testimonials
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Overseas Life support machine.
Thank you for treating my father, who was on a

life support machine in a hospital in Germany,
very close to death.
Soon after you started treating him, he started to
get better, he was soon off the life support machine,
and soon after, back with me in England.
I could feel the healing going through me to my father
when you were treating him. Cathie

Spiritual Healing can work with
any illness or condition.

It makes no difference to how
serious the condition may be.

Physical, Mental, Stress,
Depression etc.



Sitting in front of a bottle of pills
I had a telephone call from a retired nurse, she had never rang psychic lines before, but was sitting on the floor
in front a bottle of pills, she felt her life was not worth living any more.
Then she thought, ( actually a voice told her to), ring up and talk to a medium first before taking the pills.
She decided it would not do any harm so she picked up a ladies magazine, flicked through the pages, and stopped
at the page with the advert for the company I was working for then.
She rang up and was put through to me, as I talked to her, listening to her stress and feeling of being completely
alone, I said you are not alone there ?
Launa said to me, I am alone, there is no one here with me.
I said I can see a golden colour Labrador type dog sitting in the bay window catching the sun rays ?
Launa said to me, that is ***, he died 18 months ago, he always sat there to feel the suns warmth.
Then I said to her, I can also see a Yorky type little dog sitting on a cushion on your sofa by your side ?
Launa said that is ***, she always sat there with me
Launa then realised, that not only she was talking to a medium who was genuine and true, but she was not
completely by herself.
We had a long relationship over many years where I helped her over her many emotional times.

Distant Healing Testimonials

Cancer
A lovely 40 year old lady with a lovely husband and 3 children, in fact everything to want to live for.

“H” was diagnosed with cancer in her stomach, her good friend “D”, who has ben coming to me for many years,
told her about me and what I do, and tried to talk “H” into coming to see me or booking distant healing but she
did not want to despite having a terminal condition ?

Her friend took photographs and sent to me so I could start to treat “H” immediately, when talking to “D” the
next day I told her what I found and where I could feel the cancer after scanning the photographs with my hands,
which was in her stomach as diagnosed, but I did not know this, so I had proved I was aware of where the
condition was, I also felt a slight problem in the upper chest area, but the consultants had not found that at that
time. ( Much later the consultants actually found a problem in the upper area where I had felt month before ) !
3 months on, “H” told me she had put almost 2 stone back on, she was back up to her normal weight of 8 stone
almost, she was feeling great, in fact sent me a photo of herself in a 4 poster bed at a posh hotel in Blackpool
where she had just had a lovely week end with her husband.
When going for her pre scan check up, her consultant could not see the cancer sticking out of her tummy, or even
feel it on inspection, (Even her friend “D” told me she could see and feel the cancer sticking out of her body),
so he had to get the original scans out to see where it should be !

But “H” did not want to continue, for one thing she told “D” she did not trust giving me her card so I could take
her donations ?
This was despite “D” telling her she had been using me for a very long time ?
It is unbelievable I know, and “D” told me “H” was a wealthily person so giving our charity donations was no
problem at all..
Sadly, stopping treatment well before the treatment was finished, the condition soon returned in earnest, so “H”
is not on this side of life any more, this was so sad after all the progress we had made and “H” was feeling back
to normal, although she knew there was still much work to do.
Of course this will not count in our patient high success rates as the patient went against our recommendations.
I still find it very sad though, with my dedication to treat patients, which is what I was chosen for, when the
proof of what we had done was so evident and the patient still cancelled treatment to soon.
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Ruptured Oesophagus - Touch and Go

Hi Malcolm,
In August 2013 my son Steven phoned me at work.
“Mam, come pick me up, take me to the hospital”, he said.
I knew it was something very serious from the moment I heard his voice.
Steven does not over react in any situation, and call it mother's intuition, I jumped out of my seat
immediately, I had to drive to the other side of town and he was walking down to meet me.
He was in a lot of pain. He had eaten a piece of meat which was lodged in his oesophagus and it wouldn't
move, when we got to A&E the team there gave him drinks to make him sick, but it wasn't making any
Difference.
The pain was getting worse, after 7 hours, they referred him to a ward to be cared for overnight, luckily a
nurse that just started on duty was asking questions about x-rays, and promptly went in search of doctors
on the ward about his condition.
They told me to leave, but early in the morning I was asked to come in.
This time there was a team of medics around his bed.
What they found was a tear in the oesophagus and acid from his stomach was seeping into his lungs.
They were to operate immediately.
It was 10am before he was taken down to theatre, and nine hours since we had entered A&E.

If left he would not survive. I sat and prayed for his life.

I remembered Reverend Malcolm.
I spoken to him years before and I desperately needed someone of a spiritual healing nature to help.
I am a healer myself, but felt too close to Steven to be affective, I was so emotional, I rang, and as ever I
knew he would have time for me, whatever he was doing.
He rang me back straight away and I gave him all the details of what had happened.
I sent him photo's of Steven.
Malcolm and I kept in touch over the next few days, which was crucial and during his recover a few weeks
after.
I am convinced Malcolm's healing pulled him through.
Also being there for me at such a desperate time. I cannot praise him enough.  J.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
My comments:
I do remember this case as it was very serious indeed.
I remember Steven showing improvement shortly after my starting treatment, and the doctors were
so impressed with progress, ( they did not know I was treating Steven), they sent him home.

I said to J it was much to soon, but I cannot interfere with doctors decision.
Sadly, I was right, and Steven was readmitted to hospital within days, it was the position he was
kept in not moving that was the important factor, which was vital to my treatment.
Steven was only back in for little over a week, and then sent home for the second time.
I was in agreement on this occasion, from then on Steven was making a good recovery.
I am most pleased he is back to his normal life now.
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When having a reading with you my pains go I have not even told you about.
Multiple patients and clients.



Web Cam & Phone Healing Testimonials

Hi Malc ,
just wanted to thank you again for last nights heal-
ing......
its such a strange experience I suppose to you its
become part of your normal life
But to me its such an unbelievable thing still, during
the healing I get feelings of heat ranging from a very
gentle warmth to a quite strong burning.
Last night it was mainly in my elbow which has been
quite sore for a few days, that's what is the strangest
of all, that it finds the problem area so well,.
After you went last night whilst I was talking to a
friend I could feel different areas of my arm from
shoulder to my first finger and thumb on my left sort
of .......don’t know how to explain it, well for one
thing I had feeling in my finger and thumb which are
normally numb and have been for some years, and
all week I’ve had a burning pain in my elbow when I
moved it, that has completely gone this morning......
As always though I felt nothing in my lower spine

.. no heat or anything but when I stood up 2 hours later
and waited for the usual stab of pain there was noth-
ing, that always takes me by surprise.

I can actually stand completely upright again, still
have an ache in my back that never really goes ...
but the difference between hauling myself upstairs
and running up is wonderful.
but wonderful as that is , I count that only as a
bonus, the real marvel is how different my mood is
afterwards, I feel so calm and content sort of serene
after a healing and it lasts for quite a while weeks
rather than days, like I’m looking at the world in
colour rather than black and white.

I know I ramble on about it but its such an experience
the way my mood lifts, since I met you and had that
first healing I have actually started sleeping at least 6
hours straight through usually more ,where before for
the last 12 years I was
sleeping hour by hour very rarely staying in bed more
than 3 hours in total.....
That in itself makes such a difference to my life,

I bless the day that whatever pushed me towards
meeting you , sorry rambling again just wanted you
to know what a difference you make, the day after a
healing I’m always on such a high my brain feels as
though its been spring cleaned ........
get more done than I would normally do in a
week, don’t have to push myself I just do it ...
its lovely.... so thanks again,
Don’t worry when your busy and cant do it, I always
feel so much better than I did 3 months ago

got a future now...
So never exhaust yourself to do a healing, any-
thing is a bonus ...

. anyhow take care, love Mrs G.

Telephone Healing

BREAST CANCER
I rang you up after being diagnosed with breast cancer,
you told me which breast it was to my surprise.
I lost my husband some years ago with cancer.
I had a weekly healing session over the telephone
Where ever you asked me to put my hands over a
position on my body, I felt the healing going
through my hands.
Three months into the treatment, I wend for a check
up, (I was not accepting any treatment from the hos-
pital, ONLY Reverend Malcolm), they did a thermal
image of my breast, they
found no sign of the cancer, the next week they
asked me to come in again for another scan, as they
wanted to make sure the 1st scan was right.
The 2nd scan also proved negative.
Much to their surprise.

Cancer. I could not understand how you knew
where you wanted me to put my hands, but you
were spot on.
My hands went from warm to very hot when I put
my hands where you asked me to.

Treating another medium:
While you were treating me, I was aware of several
doctors around my bed working on me.
I could see a very distinguished looking head doctor
at the foot of the bed overlooking the operation.

(non mediums, would not see , or be aware of this so do no
Worry)

Spiritual healing, does not go down the web cam
or telephone, this is just the link to connect you to
me & my doctors, so we can treat you.

The healing travels through the spirit world.
I am the psychical link between the spiritual world,
and this world......

A mediator between heaven and earth....
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Animal Patient Testimonials

3 PERSONAL APPOINTMENTS - FOLLOWED BY DISTANT HEALING

Immune-mediated polyarthritis in dogs
A QUOTE FROM A LONDON VET SEEING MY PATIENT

OVER 12 MONTHS AFTER I STARTED TREATMENT
And the owner stopped all medication at the start

12 months on “J” took puppy for a checkup,
The vet, a lovely German lady, took one look at her and said,

…. “I have not seen Puppy for over a year,
no dog could manage without medication with this condition”….

“YOUR HEALER IS AMAZING” !
Can I have his details, ( she then sent me a lovely email which I thought was very nice)

This inflammatory joint condition presents in many forms, often causing systemic illness and
sometimes causing cartilage and bone destruction.

I treated Puppy 3 times by personal appointments during February & March 2014, when her owner
“Jo”, drove from London to our healing sanctuary in Cornwall, this was followed by ongoing distant
healing, and I am still treating Puppy to keep her fit and healthy.

Puppy was a 7 years old dog then, her vet said dogs with this condition usually can not walk, or
walk properly.

Jo, who had been trying to find me for a very long time, as her sister came to me with breast cancer
long go, was very concerned about the medication, so took Puppy off her medication after I treated
her for the first time. ( Jo’s decision not mine)

Puppy is now running around,  the vet told Jo, Puppy’s owner,  to keep up the spiritual
healing as it is helping Puppy !

The first time I treated Puppy, February 2014, she walked very slowly and stiffly into our healing
sanctuary, you could see how hard it was to walk.

With Puppys limbs working properly after continuous treatment, the running she now does has helped
her loose weight, together with some diet changes.

I was told recently, ( June 2014), that Puppy can run so fast now that she even caught a rabbit to
the horror of her owner !

Latest update: As of October 2016,

I am still treating Puppy,

2 years 9 months on and she is still enjoying

her walks.

Puppy squinting in the summer sun in her garden.
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Animal Patient Testimonials

Samoyed with haemophiliac

Dear Malcolm,
Monty went into the vets for a simple operation, I was
told to ring later that day to see if he could come home,
which I did.
They told me they did not think he was recovering, &
would keep in for observation.
To cut a long story short, they opened him up again to
find he was haemorrhaging, they found out he was
haemophiliac.
The vet said it was touch & go if he would live, friends
were waiting with us whilst Monty was given a blood
transfusion.
My friend told me she knew someone who was a healer,
& that was it for me, the hope I needed, we went straight
home to her house & I rang you, you said you would do
everything you could, & we sent you a photo.
Meanwhile Monty was having another blood
transfusion & the vets were preparing us for the worst.
Over the next few days Monty was getting better &
brighter, they said we could take him home, although he
had a scar about 2ft long, he was playing like a puppy.
He had more tests & his blood was thickening, the vets
were absolutely amazed ?
I strongly believe if it was not for you Malcolm, for us-
ing your wonderful gift, Monty would not be here today.
There are no words can really thank you enough for
what you have done for all of us, especially Monty.
We all want to thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
Karen & family. Essex

Monty, some 18 months later, swallowed some plastic
& had to go in for another operation, the vets were very
worried indeed, but found his blood was perfect.

Border Collie
My Border Collie was having fits and I could not trust
him with people because he would bite.
After you started sending him distant healing my dog
is a lot better now. I can trust him with people & he has
not had any more fits

Whippets Isle of Man
Both my Whippets had “the runs”, despite treatment
from my vet, they were not getting any better.
I had many more Whippets at home, but these were not
affected.
After you treated both of them, and followed this up
with distant healing, the condition slowly went.

My Kings Charles Spaniel has 4 operations
in 15 months for cancer of the mammary gland.
The vet said they could not operate on her again.
Since you started giving her spiritual healing, followed
up with distant healing, it is now 9 months and she is
still well and happy.

Thank you. Lynette

My Maltese had several problems and I was
reluctant to have her operated on as they are prone to
dying while under.
Since your treatment she is improving. Isle of Man

My cats blood count was very low and the vet said
they could do no more.
I asked you to treat her, and she quickly started to
get better, after a new blood test, her cell count was
exceptional the vet told me. Veronica

This cat went from a kitten to a very good old age

My vet wanted to put my horse to sleep, as he was
lifeless and they did not know what was wrong.

As soon as you started treating him, he started
running around the field. Brenda

Overseas My Labrador had been having
horrendous epileptic fits for a long time., and was on
no medication, our vet would not give her any because
of side effects, we had to sit holding him, many times
we though she would die.
Once you started treating her, she never had a fit again.
Thank you, Margaret & Keith.

My cat could not even jump up on her chair
besides the arger for warmth.
20 minutes after you started sending out distant
healing to her, she walked in the room, and started
jumping all round the room from settee to chair
and back Dawn
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Distant healing - the facts
I have always felt, if a person knows more about what I am doing, so can understand distant healing a little better, then it
can only help them in the realisation of the work that is going on with treatment.
This is not essential as animals do not know what I am doing, and I help them as much.
The standard way of teaching and practicing distant healing is by name only, churches, associations, groups, healers etc.,
have a list of people who need distant healing, and read all the names out and send them healing prayers. This involves
a limited amount of time for each person, this can and does help, I am not doubting this at all, but I have been chosen from
an early age to work with many eminent physicians on the other side of life to treat patients down here on earth with serious
conditions.

To this aim, working with my physicians we decided to work through photographs most the time to get the strongest
connection we can to my/our patients, this is why I always ask for at least two photographs, one a head and shoulders with a
good eye contact, if the patients is looking straight into the camera lens, then I usually have a perfect connection to them.
Two, a full body frontal with everything in sight, from above the head to the feet, (occasionally other angles depending on
the condition).
With this I can scan the body using the highly sensitive chakra’s, (sensors ), in my finger tips, and “feel” where a problem
may be so I am able to treat this area. The photograph is linking me to the patients actual body.

There may be several different areas that need treatment, I may have to treat an area where there may be no knowledge of
any problem, on numerous occasions, where a pain is, may not be where it is coming from, or there may be an area in a
different part of the body that is stopping the condition from releasing itself and dispersing.
Unlike simply reading a name out, working with my physicians, involves a great amount of my time and healing energies
every 24 hours, day and night, the amount of time pending on the seriousness of the illness.
Once I have the patients photographs, they are stored in my sub consciousness for constant use when ever I am called upon
to treat my patient, so I do not need to use the photographs every time, I use them in the evening for a long time, often
during the daytime, but at all other times I can just access them from my higher consciousness when ever I need them.

I could be walking the cliff tops, a very relaxing time, I could be walking around a supermarket, it does not matter, I can
send treatment out at any time anywhere.
With serious patients I am often woke by my doctors in the early hours of the morning, sometimes several times, to treat a
patient, so you understand there is a considerable amount of time involved with distant healing, it can add up to several
hours a day with serious conditions over a 24 hour period. This is day after day.

Also, or as well as, we have involved a different method of treatment, using voice control as the medium of connection,
this being the telephone. With this method of distant healing, I have the patient lying on their bed, their phone on the
pillow by their ear so they can hear my voice control, as I do not wish them to hold the phone.
I am in the same position on my bed, where linking to the patient through the spirit realms, I can “feel” the patient through
my hands, and slowly and gently guide their hands where I wish them to be, transferring healing energies through my hands
to theirs.

The dedication to my chosen work, and the time I put into it, is why I get such high success rates with any illness.
Sometimes, it does not matter what the condition is, it all depends on if it is meant to be, or not, in my experience, many
conditions are not meant to be, this is when I can help the most.
I have also treated many medical professionals, from arthritis to cancer with success.

A patient may feel particular sensations at any time I am treating them, but they will only be pleasant ones.
If a patient does not feel anything, it will not matter, as it is of no difference to treatment if a patient “feels” or not.
I would expect a patient to start to feel a little better in a matter of days, even hours some times, but it is a long process to
help or remove a serious illness if I am able to do this, sometimes over many months rather than days.
I always advise with such conditions, patients should start with an initial time period of at least three months, then see how
they are from then.

All the testimonials in our web site are 100% true, I have no need to exaggerate, this is the important work I do, and are
proud of it, and my doctors for helping me.

I am always on the end of a phone or email to help and/or answer any questions a patient may have.

There are donation guidelines on our web site, “Spiritual Healing, sub link the cost” , to help any one wondering how
much to send, but we will accept any amount to help our charity.

As our small non profit making charity always struggles to cover its overheads, we have to rely on the honesty and integrity
of the genuine people and patients we are helping, to give our charity a suitable donation to help us with all the many hours
each and every week we have to spend sending treatment out to them, both day and night. 11
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Spiritual healing - Donations

Through spirits advice, we are a charity…

 Unlike all the household name charities who receive money from many sources, we only receive funding from patient donations
and readings, without these we would not be able to continue with our charity work

The donations are for our charity,  we receive no wages from charity ourselves, as is charity law.

So our donations we ask for are very reasonable indeed,  we are always hoping patients are honest and genuine to us and give us
more if they can afford to.

After all,  the doctors who send the healing through me  will always know if a patient is telling the truth and worthy of their help.

Donations:
For gentle distant healing,  when the condition is not terminal or life threatening.

Personal appointments       £25-00p to £50-00p  per an appointment.       1 per week recommended.

If you can afford to give a larger donation this will help our Charity help patients even more.

Distant healing:      £25-00p to £50-00p  per week,       If you can afford to give a larger donation to
help our charity continue the important work.

SERIOUS ILLNESS AND CONDITIONS REQUIRING ONGOING TREATMEN DAY AND
NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK:

These include terminal and progressive conditions.

Reverend Malcolm will be pleased to discuss any patients treatment and what is required.

Urgent donations to keep the charity open are urgently required.

Serious distant healing is ongoing all through the day and night, 7 days and nights a week without a break,
often being woke during the sleep time,  to send treatment out to patients who need it.

This takes up a considerable amount of Reverend Malcolms time as you will realise,  and is the reason we
achieve such high success with all conditions,  Malcolm puts a great deal of time into every patient.

We always recommend starting healing for 1 month with small problems.

For terminal,  serious, progressive, or long term conditions,  for 3 months, then adjust treatment if
needed from there on.

You can transfer your donation on line
Or you can simply pop into your bank
Details supplied
Or send donations by cheque,  PO or cash ( registered) by post



Do you do home visits ?

Yes, we do do home visits, usually locally, we can go further
afield depending on how many patients we have to treat, and
the donation for our charity.
Occasionally we can go long distance but the costs involved
have to be covered. Patients usually come to see us.
You can discuss this with us at any time.

How does it work ? ~ What does it do ?
These are some of the questions people ask when enquiring
about spiritual healing.
There is a "Natural, Divine, or Spiritual" energy, which I can
attune to, & channel to my patients.

What will healing do: It
can do many things, It balances the body's own energy centres,
as well as the body circuitry, to remove blockages.

It helps the body's own self healing system to start to work
better. It gives the patient an energy boost, & puts them in
a state of relaxation, ready to accept the healing, then my
doctors in spirit treat the condition.

How can you heal:
I attune to the healing source, & channel it through my hands to
the patient, through my doctors in spirit.

Will the Healer touch me:
Most of the work is done without touch, I may ask you if you
mind me placing my hands on a particular area, should I feel
direct healing is needed, but it would only be in accepted places
& with your permission only.
I would also ask you to have a friend with you so you feel more
at ease.

Do I need to take my clothes off:
Your coat & shoes will be all you need to take off, casual
clothing will be best.

Do I need faith:
No, Spiritual Healing is not faith healing, as some people
mistake it for. All you need is an open mind, to want to get better,
& leave the rest to me & my doctors.

What will it cure or help:
Any symptom, psychical, mental, stress, etc., while we cannot
give any guarantees, a patient should soon notice an
improvement in his/her condition what ever it is.

Can animals have spiritual healing:
Animals can benefit just as much from healing as we can. in
fact, they have no inhibitions as we do so take healing without
judgment or question.

How does distant healing work:
Distant healing, (sometimes called absent healing), works by
my attuning to the healing source, then joining with the patients

"higher self", to send healing to them.

What do I have to do to have distant healing:

The patient needs to do nothing, although it can help by relaxing
at the particular time I tell you, & think about me & the
healing session.

Is it as good as contact healing:
It can sometimes be just as good as being with the patient,
even talking to me over the phone can help channel the
healing to you. Patients often tell me they can feel a
tingling sensation when talking to me on the phone.

Is it possible to do any harm:
No, while on the very rare occasion, a patient may feel a
little worse, or more pain for a few hours, this is a natural
process for the healing, as pain or stress works to the surface
& disperses.

What do I have to do to receive healing:
Just sit quietly, try to relax, have an open mind, & the need
to get better, a little trust in me will also help, & I will do the
rest.

How often will I need Spiritual Healing:
Every patient & condition is different, but I usually advise
four personal sessions to start with, then take things from
there. Or 1 months distant healing.
Many patients notice such a big improvement after just one
or two sessions, & stop there.
It will do good to have a boost from time to time.
Old age, or progressive conditions, usually need ongoing
treatment t02o keep the illness at bay.

Spiritual healing & the medical profession.
Spiritual healers work in doctors surgeries & hospitals all
over the country.
Doctors are training to be healers after seeing the results of
patients who have received healing.
We, & our code of conduct are recognized & accepted by all
the medical authorities.
I work with, not against the medical profession, & find
healing will help on every level, even helping patients to
recover much quicker after illness or surgery.
I do not advise or go against a doctors treatment, but
compliment it.

Although it is also true, in many cases, spiritual healing has
brought about dramatic changes, to a patients life, even
with some illnesses that can not be cured by medical science
today.
Patients are often telling me, with much surprise, that after
coming for healing with one complaint, another, that they
have not even mentioned has also gone or eased, which
shows as I say, I treat the person as a whole, not the
condition.
Even a patients friend that may be in the room often feels the
energy, and pains they may have also go.

As patients usually come to me after all else has failed,
and often go on to live a normal life, this just shows how
powerful spiritual healing actually is……

We are only on the end of a phone should you wish to
talk too us, we will even ring you back so your phone
call is free.

Spiritual Healing, the oldest healing known to man.

Spiritual Healing, your questions answered
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PRESS RELEASE
Healing Hands

Spiritual Healer
Malcolm

works with Ben, a Rottweiler

PRINTED IN:

THE NORTHERN ECHO
A simi lar  ar t ic le  in . . . .

The Dar l ington & Stockton Times

Whi le  looking around the regions largest  dog show the
"Dar l ington Championship Dog Show"

I  not iced,  as  we l l  as  the usua l  t rade stands,  se l l ing doggie  products ,
a  most  unusua l  stand of fer ing "Spir i tual  Heal ing",

to  both dogs & the ir  owners.
Talk ing to  Malcolm he said "Many people  a re  suspic ious & f r ightened of

Spi r i tua l  Heal ing.
But  what  i t  does is  balance the body's  or  an imals  own energy centres,

as wel l  as  the body's  c i rcu i t ry,  to  remove blockages,  I t  he lps the body's
own sel f  heal ing system to

star t  to  work bet ter" .

Malco lm said he was so busy t reat ing an imals  and humans,
that  he has had to  cut  down on the number  of  dog shows he used to

at tended.
He said:  "Animals  are  more suscept ib le  to  th is  k ind
of  hea l ing because they have no preconcept ions",

I  a lways fee l  I  have done something wor thwhi le  when I  have t reated an
animal ,  as  i t  is  so n ice to  be able  to  help them.

14
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For further information about this unique service, please
contact: Malcolm at his Web site:

www.spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk

HAVE you ever wondered what the future holds for you, whether
it be for your career, love life or family relation-ships, wouldn't
you like to know more about the life you have yet to live?
Then let Malcolm guide you into your future with a psychic or
tarot reading and forecast, that will give you an insight into the
events to come.
Malcolm has been working for spirit and spirit guides for many
years, helping customers and patients worldwide gain knowledge
about unanswered questions or find direction in their lives.
His company, Healing Lights Worldwide, offers services includes
T arot Card Readings, Psychic Readings, Mediumship and
Clairvoyance.
In addition to this, Malcolm also offers Spiritual Healing including
Distance and Absent Healing, Hands on Healing, Psychic Detection
and Web Cam Healing.
Malcolm is a certified healer, being (M.C.H.A.W.) and (M.I.C.H.F)
qualified and has gained a long list of satisfied clients and
patients, who he has helped, from all over the world. Many
of his previous patients have been cynical about Malcolm's
abilities but have been amazed and delighted with the results
he has produced "It is extremely difficult to explain why or how
I am able to help people who have an illness or complaint,
return to a better level of health. I was born with the gift to heal
people and I have dedicated my life to doing just that.
Over the last 10 years, people from all over the world
have benefited from my abilities and been astonished by
the results they have received."
The healing works by balancing the body's own energy
centres, as well as the body's circuitry which helps to
remove any blockages. This helps the body's own self
healing system to work better and gives the patient an
energy boost, putting them in a state of relaxation, ready
to accept the healing.
Malcolm conducts the majority of the healing, without touch,

"I attune to the healing source, and channel it`through my
hands, to the patient which brings about any healing needed,
through my doctors in spirit.
They can reach places and do things that human doctors can't
and as a result, are able to heal areas previously diagnosed
as . Untreatable."
A patient does not need to have any particular faith to benefit
from the healing, but must have an open mind about the
treatment they are about to receive, if they want the process
to be most effective and to feel better.
Spiritual Healing can help a variety of illnesses's and any
symptom, whether physical or mental can be greatly improved
by Malcolm's healing techniques. Although there are no guarantees,
a patient should soon notice an improvement in his / her
condition, whatever it maybe.
Distance Healing (also called Absent Healing) can be done for
patients who live too far away to visit Malcolm or are too ill to
travel.

"This type of healing works by my attuning to the healing
source, then joining with the patients "higher self" in order
to send the healing to them.
The patient does not need to do anything, although it does
help if the patient relaxes when I tell them too and thinks
about me and the healing session."
Distance Healing is just as good as contact healing as the
phone can be used to help channel the healing to the patient.
Many patients find that they experience a tingling sensation
when talking to me on the phone and experience a light floaty
sensation after the session has finished.

Cambridgeshire County Telegraph Press release

Healing Hands.......
Although every patient and condition is different,
Malcolm usually advises 4 sessions to start with:

"Many patients notice such a big improvement after just
one or two sessions that they decide to stop there.
Although, it is often a good idea to have a boost from time
to time to ensure the body's centres and circuitry is balanced."
Malcolm is keen to work alongside the medical profession
and can help patients who have had surgery to recover
much quicker than with alternative treatments.

"In many cases, spiritual healing has brought about dramatic
changes to a patients life, even with some illnesses that can
not be cured by medical science today.
I have an extremely high success rate and patients are
often telling me, with much surprise, that after coming for
healing with one complaint, another, that they had not
mentioned to me, has gone or eased, which
shows as I say, I treat the person as a whole and not the
condition."
Animals can benefit just as much as humans as they have no
inhibitions and accept the healing without judgment or
question.
I have always had a great affinity towards animals and I love
treating them as well as humans. It gives me great pleasure
and satisfaction to know I have helped to improve their quality
of life and make the animal happier and healthier."
Malcolm's excellent work with both animals and humans
has caught
the eye of ITV's program makers, who have recently asked
him to
appear on a documentary to utilise his unique and unusual
gift.
The documentary focused on lost dogs, using Malcolm's
Psychic gift to draw on images of where the dog may be, in
a bid to find the missing
Animal.
"I can usually give guidance on where about's a lost person
or pet may be, if they are still alive, sometimes with
unbelievable accuracy.
Pictures and impressions come into my head, such as the
colour of a door, type of building or the name of road and
these impressions are combined together to form a
comprehensive account of where the missing person or pet
maybe."
Malcolm's unique and amazing gift, may at first seem beyond
belief, However his long list of satisfied clients are keen to
add their names to his web site as a recommendation of his
healing abilities.
One lady, who had suffered from back pain for several
years comments:do with the "spirit world", but after a
number of sessions, I feel very relaxed and without
pain. I can not explain logically how or why, but without
doubt know it has helped me.
I also can not explain how
You have these powers,
but you have".

© Reverend Malcolm
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This is a sad case of psychic detection that I was called in a few years ago.
It is a story about a Labrador called George who was stolen from where his
owner lived and worked, which was a big equestrian centre.
I was called in to see if I could find George by his owner, who lived a long
way from me.
Working with George’s photographs, I started to build up a picture in my subconscious mind about
the time George had disappeared, and what actually had happened.
There was a program being filmed about stolen and missing dogs for ITV, and the program makers
after being told about my help by Georges d owner, rang me to see if I would be prepared to go to
the place and be filmed going through the motions I was in my attempt to find George.

While around 240 miles away I found that intriguing so agreed to go and meet the film makers.
As I started to get nearer to the place where George was stolen from, I started to receive a picture
building up in my mind about the time and how the thieves stole George.
Once I crossed the county line, still a long way from the place, I could see a long drive, about half
way down the drive, there was a gate on the left, I could see gypsies leading George through the
gate and along a path by the side of a hedge, at the other end of the path, the land joined the main
road, but there was no gate, only a low fence, the other side of the fence there was a small lay
by, where I saw a transit type pick up parked in waiting.
This is the path that was taken when George was stolen, on arriving at the equestrian centre, and
driving down the long drive, there was indeed one gate on the left, Georges owner was not there,
or the TV makers, so I tool a walk around, walking up the drive to the gate, I went through the gate,
and walked along the path which was as I saw in my vision, by the side of a natural hedge, getting
to the end of the path which was quite long, it did go to the main road, and there was a small lay by
as I saw.
I was in no doubt my vision was the exact event in time scale I had experienced in the theft of
George.
Later Georges owner did confirm that the police did tell her there were gypsies about for a few days
when he was stolen.
On returning back to my car, the owner returned from shopping soon after, before long the film
makers, so we started on the recording for this program filming me doing what I was when working
on the photographs.

After asking me what I was doing and how, the filming ended with us both walking along the drive
where I had seen the thieves lead George.
The good news, was I saw George had been sold to a family with 2 little girls, and so George was
having a good life adored by his new family and two little girls.
The bad news, despite all my hard work, most proven true by events, location, and the police,
Georges owner did not get back to me to let me know how she went on .......
But this is some people for you.
I do feel that George did have a great time for the rest of his life, with plenty of love from his new
family, so it was a good ending for George.

REVEREND MALCOLM WAS FILMED FOR AN ITV PROGRAM
ABOUT STOLEN DOGS

Psychic Detection
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These are some of the questions people ask when enquiring about spiritual healing.

By meditation, and tuning into spirit, I can raise the vibrational rate of my mind, so I can attune to, and work
with the doctors in spirit channelling healing energies to my patient through my hands.

A healing session can usually consists of three areas,

First, I work on the major chakra’s in the body, by opening them, cleansing them, to remove blockages
and negative energies, then I balance them and close them, but leave them open a little, visualise them like a
rose bud, not wide open, but open enough to allow the body to breath, If your chakra’s are to open, then
you are susceptible to take in any illness or negative from several sources, if they are closed, then illness and
negativity can not leave the body.

Second, I work on the body’s own circuitry, cleaning, and making sure there are no blockages, which will
also prevent illness from leaving the body. Pain may be trapped in the body because a blockages is preventing
it from leaving.

Third, I work on any area’s that I find are the cause of any illness or condition present in the body, quite often,
where pain is felt, may not be the where it originates.

Will the healer touch me ?, is another question is often asked, most of the work is done without touch,
occasionally, it is necessary to place my hands on the body, but it is only done with the patients permission.

Do I need to take my clothes off, only coat and shoes, casual clothing is best worn by the patient.

Do I need faith, no, spiritual healing is not faith healing, all you need is an open mind and to want to get
better, and leave the rest to the healer.

Can animals have spiritual healing, animals can benefit just as much from spiritual healing, as we can, in
fact they have no inhibitions as we do, so take the healing without judgement or question, in fact I treat many
animals, from one to one, to around the country and over seas.

How does distant healing work, also absent healing, it works by my attuning to the healing source, then
joining with the patient’s “higher self”, to send healing to them.

I prefer to call it distant healing, and not absent healing, as the spirit is always with the patient, it is as good
as contact healing, even talking over the phone can channel the healing to you, if you remove the cause of the
illness there can be no illness, as I say, you may take an aspirin to remove an headache, it may remove the
pain, but it will not remove the cause of the pain.

Spiritual Healing

Press release: printed in a well known psychic news letter
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A COUPLE were "lucky" to escape unhurt after they were forced to climb 40 feet up an
unstable cliff face to escape stormy high-tide waves.

The husband and wife, who were on holiday at Watergate Bay, were trapped by the incoming sea as they
strolled along the beach towards Porth at 3pm last Wednesday.

They tried to wade to safety with their pet dog but were pummelled back against boulders at the foot of the
cliffs.

Edging up the scree bank – the scene of a recent rock fall – the pair from Preston began blowing on their dog
whistle, desperately hoping someone might hear them.

Luckily a passer-by heard the high-pitched noise and spotted them, immediately alerting a second onlooker,

66-year-old Reverend Malcolm Rooke, who called 999.

Lifeboats were dispatched but could not get close enough to the cliff, leaving the job in the hands of the coast
guards.

But with the cliff face proving too dangerous to abseil, the cliff rescue team called in the search and rescue
helicopter from RNAS Culdrose.

The team's Dave Bulley told the Cornish Guardian: "This was where thousands of tonnes of rock recently
fell from the cliff. Coast guards decided that a cliff rescue would be extremely hazardous because of the
dangerous surface and requested the assistance of the helicopter."

He said the crew had been forced to carry out a daring winch-rescue from 200ft as the pilot did not want to
risk dislodging more rock with the downdraft from the helicopter's rotors.

"The couple were incredibly grateful and lucky that someone heard them," said Mr Bulley.

"It was a big sea with about 6ft of surf. One had a medical condition and they were both wet and cold. They
would have had to wait between four and six hours for the tide to go back out."

Reverend Malcolm, a local spiritual healer, said: "The woman was in a bit of a state, as you can
imagine, but she waved thanks to us. It can be a dangerous place. You have to be aware that the tide can
come in very quickly along there and there's nowhere to escape to.

"It was good to see a positive outcome though without anyone needing to go to hospital. It's always nice to
help people."

The news comes around two weeks after an Australian couple and their dog were rescued by the RNLI after
being cut off by the tide on the same stretch of beach.

PRINTED IN THE CORNISH GUARDIAN
Wednesday 16 th - November - 2011

Press release - being in the right place at the right time !
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To contact us  -  Donations
For Spiritual Healing   &   our help line

Spiritual guidance or information
Ministerial guidance and help

Psychic or Tarot readings & predictions

Or to give or send a donation
Telephone: UK: 075 811 37 649

Overseas: + 4 4 7 5 811 37 649

10 am till 10 pm ( U.K. time ) 7 days a week

Reverend Malcolm, will always talk to you in person if you wish

Email:

reverendmalcolm@spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk

www.spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk

All donations very gratefully received, big or small

If you would like to send us a donation for our Charity, it is very simple & easy to do

You can pop into your bank

Or by on line banking from your bank - account details supplies

Or send your donation by post
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PATIENT TEMPORARY LINK HEALER TO PATIENT HEALER

Reverend Malcolm, often gets unbelievable results with distant healing, on many occasions it can be as good as
with personal appointments.
As Reverend Malcolm works with his doctors in spirit when treating patients, the connection is already made, be
they personal appointments or distant healing,

Because of the gentle nature of distant healing, this treatment may take longer

Cancer - distant healing only, Hi Malcolm,
In May, I was sent home by the hospital, saying the cancer had returned, and they could do nothing more,
no operations or further treatment.
I saw your advert and rang you up, you asked for some photo’s. You started treating me straight away.
I have just had a check up at the hospital, 3 months on, who now tell me they can not find any trace of cancer in

me much to their surprise ?
I know I am in the safe hands of you, and your doctors now. Cathie

Ps: 9 months on, and my doctor told me he could not understand how or why I was still alive, he did not know
you were treating me.

Overseas - Life support machine.
Thank you for treating my father, who was on a life support machine in a hospital in Germany, very close to death.
Soon after you started treating him, he started to get better, he was soon off the life support machine, and soon
after, back with me in England.
I could feel the healing going through me to my father when you were treating him.

How distant healing works

© Reverend Malcolm
No printing or coping in part or whole
by any method without the written
permission of Reverend Malcolm.
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00Spiritual HealingAssociation Worldwide - Registered Charity

OUR AIMS
Spiritual Healing Association Worldwide, has been set up as a charity, to help relieve pain & suffering here on earth,

through the healing hands, and mediumship, of Reverend Malcolm, working with some very dedicated doctors on
the other side of life.

We pledge, that we do not take any wage’s out of our charity, all money received is used 100% for the charity.

To treat patients, both human & animals, 2 legs or four, fur or feather, any creed, colour or religion, with their
stress, pain, illness, & conditions, however large or small.

To treat patients, on a personal appointment basis, at our healing sanctuary, or when possible by home visits.

To further our aims on holding surgeries at special locations around the country, to help patients even more.

To treat patients by distant healing, who are to old, or ill to travel, any where in the country.

To treat patients, who cannot come to us in person, globally, where ever they are in the world by distant healing.

To give bereavement counselling to patients, and help them to realize, life really does go on for their lost one, be
they human or animal.

To offer ministerial duties, holding service, weddings, christenings, funerals, as well as helping trapped souls find
their way home.

To give spiritual guidance, helping people find their right path in their life, for a donation fee, much reduced in
comparison with market charges, in order to fund the charity.

To further our religion promoting a spiritual pathway.

To offer all the above services, to any one, without charging a fee except by donations, to accept donations to
further our charity in its aim to help people & animals.

To look for other ways to advance our charity for the benefit of all, by fundraising or other means.

To offer spiritual healing courses, and train probationer healers to continue with this very important pathway.

To raise funds, enabling us to organize a healing tour every year, covering the whole country, treating patients in
locations in England, Scotland, and Wales, with our mobile healing unit.

To raise funds to open a dedicated healing centre, where patients can come for healing, free of any charge, unless
they wish to give a donation.

In addition to this, have residential places, where patients to stay while receiving treatment, and all this free, except
to receive donations.

Reverend Malcolm M.S.H.A.W.

Telephone: 075 811 37 649
Minister ~ International Healer Practitioner & Trainer: Spiritual Healing Association Worldwide

w.w.w.spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk

Email reverendmalcolm@spiritualhealingassociationworldwide.co.uk
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Reverend Malcolm’s Certificates

Reverend Malcolm’s Certificates
Most people and healers apply to associations to join them, and spiritual healers usually have to
supply proof of what they achieve.
Reverend Malcolm has been invited to join the associations he has joined by the associations,
this because they know Reverend Malcolm has been chosen by spirit from an early age, and
the high success rates he achieves with his patients, including serious and terminal conditions.
Just as he was asked to be a Healing Minister by the Chairman of the Corinthian Church and
Healing Association Worldwide.
On another occasion “Paul”, a 2000 year old physician, asked Reverend Malcolm in person if
he would join them, as being spirit himself he could see what Reverend Malcolm could do.


